ESOS PHASE 2

We identified savings of
over £14m for our ESOS
Phase 1 clients

Qualifying organisations must complete the second
phase of the scheme by the 5th December 2019.
Eligible organisations need to review their total energy consumption, including buildings, industrial processes and
transport and conduct audits to identify energy saving opportunities.

Being independent from all utility suppliers allows
us to set bespoke strategies and
be unbiased
on all utility
procurement
Qualification
Thresholds
matters
including:
Any UK organisation that either...
1. Employsstrategies
250+ people, or;
> Procurement
> Flexible
2. Has
an annual turnover in excess of 50
procurement

Non-compliances, such as failure to submit on time, can incur penalties from the Environment Agency (EA).
Penalties range from publication of non-compliance on the EA’s website, to a £50,000 fixed penalty. Fines will
increase for each day of non-compliance.
There are four potential routes to compliance. Our ESOS Lead Assessors will work with you to understand
the best option for your business:

euro and an annual balance sheet total
> Riskmillion
management
in excess of 43 million euro or;

> Traditional negotiations

3. An
overseasand
company
a UK registered
> Market
guidance
market with
testing

establishment which meets either of the criteria
above
(pre-qualifying and contract bidding)

> OJEU Public Tenders
> Online procurement

ESOS Energy Audit
The first route available for ESOS compliance is to
carry out an energy audit. This process gives the
organisation clarity on the savings that each
opportunity brings.
Green Deal Assessments
A Green Deal Assessment (GDA) includes an
Energy Performance Certificate and an Occupancy
Assessment. Similar to DECs, a GDA is completed by a
qualified assessor.

ISO 50001 Energy Management System
If you have an accredited ISO 50001 system you
will be considered to have met the obligations of
the ESOS scheme, providing it covers 100% of the
organisation’s energy footprint.
Display Energy Certificates (DECs)
A DEC is based on the operating data of a building
and comes with an advisory report. They are designed
to help businesses improve the energy efficiency of
their buildings.

> Co-terminous and common end date contracts
> Energy only contracts
> Green, Brown, CHP and Large Scale Hydro options
> Green/Renewable options

Strength
in Numbers
> Renewable
Energy
Certificates
energy experts
> Levy470
Exemption
Certificates
1,800 clients
722,500 meters analysed
30 TWh of energy procured annually
£2.5bn worth of annual utilities costs
managed
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GO BEYOND COMPLIANCE

ESOS Phase 2 Timeline:

Compliance
Phase

Do you see ESOS as a cost to your business or an
investment?
Let us turn your investment into opportunity. We aim to make ESOS a revenue positive exercise for you
following implementation of savings opportunities.
ESOS represents the start of an opportunity to create long term energy, cost and carbon savings which can
increase a client’s bottom line profit by reducing their energy overhead.

Being independent from all utility suppliers allows
us to set bespoke strategies and
Reference Period
be 1st
unbiased
Jan ‘18on
- all utility procurement
5th Dec
‘19
matters
including:
> Procurement strategies
> Flexible
procurement
Qualification
> Traditional negotiations

Complete

• ESOS compliant energy audits
• Provision of a qualified ESOS Lead Assessor to complete, oversee or review any energy audits
• Advice on the best compliance method for each area of significant consumption
• Display Energy Certificates
• Full energy consumption profiling from our advanced energy reporting system
• Creation and maintenance of a comprehensive evidence pack to store all relevant documents and
information relevant to the organisation’s compliance activities

31st Dec ‘18

Date
> Risk management
> Market guidance and market testing

Our services include:

6th Dec ‘15 5th Dec ‘19

>O
 JEU
Public
as early
as Tenders

possible and contract bidding)
(pre-qualifying

Report Evidence
Pack Complete

> Online procurement
> Co-terminous
and common end date contracts 5th Dec ‘19
Compliance
Date
> Energy only contracts
> Green, Brown, CHP and Large Scale Hydro options
> Green/Renewable options
> Renewable Energy Certificates

Benefits that we deliver to you

> Levy Exemption Certificates

We guarantee compliance based on our track
record of success

Does your organisation qualify for ESOS? An accurate
and compliant submission can take up to six months, so
this needs your attention now.

We turn data into intelligence and guide you
through the compliance maze
We move beyond just compliance and
generate long-term energy and cost savings
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